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Mechanism of formation of electron pairs due 
to lattice vibration
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Provided that attractive interaction works between electrons 
near the Fermi level, electrons are always bounded making 
pairs - Cooper pairs -.   In order to prove this theorem,  we 

deal with a simple case where two electrons are added on the 
Fermi sea as illustrated below.

We deal with a following Schrödinger  equation for two electrons with 
attractive potential V (r1, r2) ; 

In case of V (r1, r2) = 0 ,  the wave function with a lowest energy at zero 
total momentum is described by the following formula;

a wave function is expressed as follow;Then,  for

Note that since this wave function is symmetric in orbital sector, the spin 
function is in anti-symmetric spin-singlet state.

Inserting (11.11) into (11.9) and using,

We can derive this eigen equation.

‘



When the eigen energy in the eq. (11.12) has a solution for E 
< 2F , two- electron bounded state (Cooper pair) is formed.  

Provided that V (r1, r2) is approximated as follows;

otherwise
Here, if the constant attractive interaction V is assumed  to be effective only 
among electrons within energies in the range between the Fermi energy F 

and the  Debye energy      which is the highest one of lattice vibration, we 
obtain the following equation;

When taking ,    form we have

Since , we obtain the following  relation

‘

‘

is considered and as a result

we obtain the eigen energy as



It was proved that electrons near the Fermi surface 
are bounded making pairs of (k, )  and (-k, ) -

Cooper pair- via the attractive interaction mediated 
by lattice vibration with highest energy -Debye 

energy          - .  Here the Cooper pair is in  the zero 
total momentum and the spin-singlet state.

Since Cooper pairs are formed by many body of 
electrons near the Fermi level, these are 

condensed into a macroscopic quantum state
which is regarded as  a Bose condensation. This 

outstanding aspect of superconductivity was 
theoretically clarified by Bardeen, Cooper and 

Schriefer, and hence this theory is called as BCS 
theory which is epoch-making event in condensed 

matter physics in the 20th century.

In this BCS state, an isotropic energy gap 
opens on the Fermi level, yielding a perfect 

diamagnetism called Meissner effect and zero-
resistance effect.
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Conventional superconductivity:
Cooper pair

s-wave spin singlet

broken symmetry:   U(1) gauge

order parameter: ��
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attractive interaction: electron-phonon coupling

pairing channel: angular momentum l=0 and spin s=0

• Meissner-Ochsenfeld-effect (Higgs)
• persistent currents
• flux quantization

Superconductivity

Periodic Table for Superconducting Elements
Possible room temperature 
superconductivity of metallic 
hydrogen under ultra high 
pressure exceeding 400 GPa

Li：K. Shimizu et al., Nature 419 (2002)597.
B：M. I. Eremets et al., Science 293(2001)272.
O：K. Shimizu et al., Nature 393 (1998)767.
Ca：S. Okada et al., J. Phys. Soc. Jpn. 65, 7 (1996)1924.
Fe：K. Shimizu et al., Nature 412 (2001)316.
S：S. Kometani et al,. J. Phys. Soc. Jpn., 66 (1997) 2564.

Experimental technology under ultra high pressure

Ambient pressure Pressure induced 
superconducting 
elements



Basic notion for BCS mechanism for  Metals

Electron-lattice interaction  brings about phonon 
absorption or emission via  mobile electrons. 

This is the origin of electrical resistance in solid 
at high temperature.

Electron –phone scattering process
(a) (b)



Attractive electron-electron interaction  is  mediated by the 
virtual phonon-exchange process.

According to the energy conservation law;
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What is the origin of metallic superconductivity
－BCS prediction and theory－
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From left side

John Bardeen、 Leon N. Cooper、

J. Robert Schrieffer

Pictures from Nobelprize.org

Lattice vibration frequency 
being  higher makes Tc higher

BCS Theory 

A number of Electron Pairs , which are mediated by the 
electron-lattice interaction, can coherently  propagate  

without resistance  at low temperatures .  
This pair is called Cooper pair.

－ － －+－



BCS theory predicts the many-body ground state for the 
superconducting state  described by the  following  wave  function as

The BCS Hamiltonian  is given by

Using (1),  by minimizing   the expectation  value of the above BCS 
Hamiltonian,  the parameters uk and vk are  expressed as follows;

with

Here note that  k=<c-kck>  based ion the mean field approximation  and when it 
is assumed as  k-independent,  we get the following relations using the density of 
state  at the Fermi Level , N(0) and  the Deby frequency,  D .



Possible SC order parameters and their spin-state

BCS SC High-Tc oxides

CeCu2Si2 UPd2Al3, CeRIn5

UPt3   

Sr2RuO4



A Route to enhance Tc
The BSC theory based on the electron-lattice vibration interaction 

derived the formula for  the onset of superconductivity given by 

Tc exp [ ｰ1/ N(0)V ]

However,  even if          =D becomes larger,  Tc is not always 
increased more as evidenced from the following data 

In order to enhance  Tc  ,  we may look for  materials  in which  either D or  N(0)  
or V is larger than existing superconductors.  
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What about increasing N(0) term ? ?

Pb

Nb3SnNbN

Nb3Ge

PbMo6S8

V3Si
Ba(Pb,Bi)O3

In
SnHg

Nb

Bernd Theodor Matthias

Tc

year

Number  of valence 
electrons per atom

Matthias rule



History of TC for BCS superconductors

MgB2

青学大：秋光先生

Tc=39 KMgB2

Discovery of  MgB2 with a highest Tc =39 K due to the BCS mechanisim 



MgB2

High-frequency optical mode of Boron lattice vibration

optical E2g mode is strongly 
coupled with electron

E2gモード

A. Y. Liu et al., PRL 87, 087005 (2001).

Y. Kong et al., PRB 64, 020501(R) (2001).

Cal. ωD= 670～860K  
λ= 0.73～1

NMR : ω～700K  
λ～0.87

Light mass (B)

2D honey-comb lattice

reasonable density of states 

are the causes to enhance 

the highest TC =39 K



Cupper Oxides High-TC superconductor

Muller

Bednorz

J.G.Bednorz and K.A.Muller, Z.Physik B64,189 (1986)

“Possible High-Tc Superconductivity in the Ba-La-Cu-O System”

1987 Novel Prize in Physics
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Tc~ 30 K ?

“Possible… “ Evidence！

Confirmation of  the onset of 
high-Tc superconductivity 
and  the lattice structure

Layered perovskite oxide
CuO2 plane

Meissner effect
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High-Tc Copper Oxides superconductors

La2-xSrxCuO4 、TC～40K YBa2Cu3O7-x 、TC～90K

CuO
octahedron

La,Sr
CuO 

pyramid

Y

Ba

c 軸

ab 面

元素の組み合わせは無限！

元素周期表

HgBa2Ca2Cu3O6-y

A highest Tc  163 K under pressure
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Problem 8.   We consider  a system with  electron pairs of R.  The superconducting  
(SC) model Hamiltonian  is  described  as  the sum of kinetic term  (H0) and an 
attractive potential term （V ） as  follow;

A trial wave function consisting of the Cooper pairs for the above SC model 
Hamiltonian is given by the total sum of the wave function of electron pair as follow;

＝－δ

write down the matrix of this Hamiltonian.  Furthermore, 
using the following theorems for  the N-roots (E1, E2, -----
-, EN)  on this obtained matrix with the equations of

Answer  an eigen energy of this model BCS state 

and  its eigen function.

N-1 states

where  the respective matrix elements are defined as follows;  

ci

= E

hint !

H

.  Then, from 
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N個のクーパー対がある系を考える。系のハミルトニアンは、運動エネルギー( H0 )と
引力相互作用（V ）の和として

と書けるとする。この系の永年方程式は

＝－δ

,となる。

を使って、この系の基底状態（BCS状態）の固有
エネルギーEgをもとめ、固有関数は

となることを示せ。

N-1 states

この行列式の
N 個の根に関

する定理：



おわり


